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Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and
highlight that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write
his/her feedback here)

Introduction:
The last paragraph of this section should include the rationale of the study and what does
the present study deals with.
Results:
Table 1. It appears that the average; Table 2. It is found that in women- reframe the
sentences.
Table’s headings require formatting i.e first word capital and later small letters. Reframe
Table 2 heading.
Discussion:
1. The results are repeated again in this section. Kindly remove them.
2. 2nd paragraph requires reframing sentences. Explain how calcium is related to
menopause.
3. What does the author mean by condition of the body at the time of intercourse,
4. The sentence ‘reduce stress and produce a feeling of comfort, thus making the body
more pleasant’ is repeated.
5. Reference number should be cited after completing the sentence. For example ‘These
results are in line with [25,26], that massage has a strong positive effect due ___’.
6. Before being released again through the lungs, skin, and urine within 6-14 hours, leaving
no toxic taste
7. The hormone dopamine functions to influence eosin, the immune system, and sexual
Conclusion:
The section should conclude the benefits or synergistic effects of combination of both
SSBM and Frangipani essential oil.
Ethical considerations:
Allissues, whether plagiarism, violation, manipulation, falsification and multiple publications
have been observed by the authors- check this sentence.
References:
References are not in uniform format.
Abstract:
1. slow-stroke back massage (SSBM) and frangipani essential oils on the comfort of
menopause women during sexual intercourse. (replace and-with and oils-oil)
2. ‘The study with a quasi-equivalent non-control control group pre-test and post-test
design’- incomplete sentence.
3. ‘Bivariate analysis using ANOVA test’- incomplete sentence
4. Full form of “sig”- this observed throughout the manuscript.
5. meaning that there is a difference between before the pre test with the first, second and
post test third- format the sentence.
Introduction:
1. While psychological complaints include anxiety, sleep disturbance, stress, depression
and anxiety- word repeated.
2. The state of menopause is characterized by changes in the hormone estrogen that
result in physical complaints resulting in physical complaints and psychological- word
repeated.
3. Sin she- check the term
4. reason[5]...; comfort [5]..; plus,; itself [5] ; areto -correct it
5. menopausal mothers- women
Materials and methods:
Instrument- serumen
Research procedure1.Research procedures: as many as 42 respondents married couples who had
menopause______- females were in menopausal state
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2. Then screening is done; Then the slow-stroke back massage method is trained.- are
3. Both groups after sexual intercourse in order to fill out questionnaires about the comfort
of sexual relations. The treatment is repeated every three or three weeks.- correct the
sentences
Analysis:
1. Univariate___- incomplete
2. 2) Bivariate Analysis.- correct the sentences
DISCUSSION:
1. more pleasant [9],.- correct the punctuation mark
Repeated words and sentences.
Tense in the sentences.
Few incomplete sentences.
References are not in uniform format.
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Reviewer’s comment

Are there ethical issues in this manuscript?

Author’s comment (if agreed with reviewer, correct the manuscript and highlight
that part in the manuscript. It is mandatory that authors should write his/her
feedback here)

(If yes, Kindly please write down the ethical issues here in details)

As per the guideline of editorial office we have followed VANCOUVER reference style for our paper.
Kindly see the following link:
http://sciencedomain.org/archives/20
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